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ABSTRACT 
Let R = (rl, . . ,rn) and S = (51,. . . , sn) be vectors of positive integers. 
Let U(R, S) be the set of (0,l) matrices with row sums ri and column sums 
.sj , i, j = 1, . , n. Let X be a real matrix of order n. The (R, S) assignment 
function PR,~( .) is defined by 
PR.dX) = c n 5.9, 
AEU(R,S) (i,i)Esupp(A) 
where supp(A) = {(i,j) : aij # O}. W e investigate the structure of linear trans- 
formations on the set of real matrices M,(R) into itself such that PR,s(X) = 
PR>s(T(X)). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R = (~1~~2,. . . , r,) and S = (sr , ~2, . . , sn) be vectors of positive 
integers, and let U(R, S) denote the class of all m x n matrices A = [aij] 
of O’s and l’s such that 
k=l 
m 
(i-1,2 ,..., m), 
Ca’E:, = sj (j = 1,2 )..., n). 
k=l 
Thus R is the row sum vector and S is the column sum vector of each 
matrix in U(R, S). In [3] Brualdi, Hartfiel, and Hwang introduced a class of 
functions generalizing the permanent function, which, like the permanent, 
are combinatorially significant as counting functions. We refer to matrices 
in LI(R,S) as (R,S) assignments, or as assignments when R and S are 
fixed in the discussion. 
Throughout the paper we assume that U(R,S) # 8. If cz”=,ri # 
Cy=“=, sj, then U(R, S) = 0. S o we assume throughout that Cy=“=, ri = 
Cj”=, sj and 0 < ri, sj < m for each i, j where m 5 n. 
For matrices B = [bij] and C = [cij] of the same order, write B 5 C if 
bi, 5 czj for all i and j. If X = [Zij] is an m x n matrix of O’s and l’s, then 
an assignment corresponds to an m x n matrix A such that A E Lf(R, S) 
and A 5 X. Thus, if we let 
PR,S(X) = I{A E U(R, S) : A 5 X)1, (1.1) 
then PR,s(X) counts the possible assignments. If we let Jm,% be an m x n 
matrix whose entries are all ones, then 
pR,S(~,,,) = VCR, s)i. (14 
We call PR,s(.) the (R, S) assignment function or an assignment function. 
A well-known special case of an assignment function occurs when m = n 
and R = S = (l,l,. . , 1). In this case, PR,s(X) counts the permutation 
matrices P with P 5 X, and hence PR,s(X) is the permanent of X, per(X). 
More generally, let X = [aij] be an m x n matrix. We define the support 
of X to be the set supp(X) = {(i, j) : Z+ # 0). The (R, S) assignment 
function PR,s(.) is defined by 
PR,SW = c JyI xij 
AEU(%~ (G)E=PP(A) 
(1.3) 
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The preservers of the permanent were first determined by Marcus and May 
[4], and later Botta [2] gave a proof valid over any field. In this paper, we 
characterize the linear operators on the real matrices which preserve the 
value of an assignment function of each matrix. 
2. RESULTS 
Let A&(R) be the vector space of n-square matrices. We assume 
throughout that R = (~1,. . . , rn) and S = (si, ~2,. . . , s,) are vectors of 
positive integers such that Cy=i ri = CT=“=, sj = k for n + 1 5 k 5 n2, 
and n > 3. If k = n, then U(R, S) = S,, and the assignment function 
is the permanent. This preserver problem was studied in [2] and [4]. Let 
T : h&(R) -+ A&(R) be a linear transformation such that 
PR,S(X) = PR,s(T(X)) (2.1) 
for any X E A&(R). 
Let & denote the (0,l) matrix whose only nonzero entry is in the (i, j) 
position. A cell is a multiple of Eij for some (i, j), so that the set of cells 
is the set {aijE,j 1 aij E R, 1 2 i,j < n}. Throughout, we assume that 
for any pair (i,j), there is some element of U(R, S) whose (i,j) entry is 
nonzero. That is, 
{(i,j) : axj = 1 for some A E U(R, S)) = {1,2,. . . ,n} x {1,2,. . . ,n}. 
(2.2) 
LEMMA 1. T is nonsingular. 
Proof Suppose T(X) = 0 and xpq # 0. Let B E ZA(R, S) with b,, # 0, 
and let A(z) = z(B - Epq). Then PR,s(A(z)) = 0 for all z. However, 
the coefficient of z’-i in PR,s(A(z) + X) is xpq, which is nonzero. Thus, 
PR,S(X + A(z)) . 1s a nonzero polynomial in z, and hence is nonzero for 
some choice of z, say zc. But then, since T preserves PR,s, 
0 = p~,s(A(zo)) 
= p~,s(T(A(~o))) 
= PR,s(T(A(zo)) +T(X)) 
= p~,s(T(A(zo) +x)) 
= P~,s(A(zo)+x) # 0. 
This contradiction establishes the lemma. 
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We say that a matrix A dominates the matrix B if bij = 0 implies 
aij = 0. It follows that if A and B are nonnegative (entrywise) matrices and 
A dominates B, then there is a nonnegative matrix C such that B-+C = A. 
LEMMA 2. If ri, sj 2 2 for all i and j, then T is bijectiue on the set 
of cells. 
Proof. Suppose T(E,j) is not a cell. Then for some nonzero c and d, 
either T(Eij) = CELL + dEk, + X for some X with zkl = xks = 0, T(Eij) 
CEkl +dE,l +X for some X with ~kl = q-1 = 0, or T(Eij) has at most one 
zonzero entry in each row or column, and hence T(E,,-) = CEkl+ dErs + X 
for some X with zkl = z,., = 0 and k # I-, 1 # s. In the argument below, 
if some row of T(Ei,-) has two nonzero entries, assume that r = k, and if 
some column has two nonzero entries, assume that s = 1. 
Since ri, sj 2 2 for all i,j, there is some A E U(R, S) with akl = ars = 1. 
Choose such an element A E U(R, S) with akl = ars = 1 and if possible 
with a& = 1 and a,l = 1. Let B = A - Ekl - E,, Now, A is chosen 
so that A is the only element of U(R, S) which dominates B, that is, the 
only two cells which can be added to B to get an element of U(R, S) are 
Ekl and E,,. It follows that the coefficient of t2 in PR,S(tT(Eij) + B) is 
cd. That is, PR,S(tT(Eij) + B) is a polynomial of degree at least 2 in t. 
But the degree of PR,s(tE,j + T-l(B)) is at most 1. It follows that for 
some value of t, these two polynomials differ; but this is impossible, since 
T preserves PR,s. Thus, the image of any cell must be a cell, and since T 
is nonsingular, T is bijective on the set of all cells. n 
We will now show that T preserves the term rank of any matrix. This 
is accomplished using the following two lemmas and Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that 2 <_ ri, sj < n for all ri and sj. If A E U(R, S) 
and apq = auv = 1, then A’ = A - Epq - E,, + Eij + E,, E U(R, S) if and 
only if 
(9 (i,i) = (P, 4) and (r, s) = (u, v); 
(ii) (6.d = (WV) and CT, s) = (p,q); 
(iii) (i,j) = (p,~), (r, s) = (u,q), and aa = urs = 0; or 
(iv) (i,i) = (u, q), (r, s) = (p,v), and a~ = ars = 0 
Proof. Note that in cases (i) and (ii), A’ = A. 
The sufficiency is easily checked. For the necessity, the only way to 
make A - Epg - E,, into a member of U(R, S) by adding two cells is if 
those two cells have ones in rows p and u and in columns q and w (or two 
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ones in row p if p = U, etc.). It then follows that i = p, or else i = U,T = p 
orr==U,j=qorj=w,ands=qors=w. Further,ifi=pthenwemust 
have that r = u, and vice versa. Likewise, if j = q, then we must have that 
s = u, and vice versa. Finally, if aij or ars were nonzero, then A’ would 
not be a (0, 1) matrix. These facts establish the necessity. q 
We say that the two vectors R and S are compatible if, given any four 
positive integers 1 5 i,j, k,l < n with i # k and j # 1, there is some 
A E U(R, S) such that aij = akl = 1 and a,1 = akJ = 0. Notice that if R 
and S are compatible, then ri, sj < n and the condition (2.2) is satisfied. 
Further, it is conjectured that if (2.2) is satisfied and 2 5 ri, .sj < n, then 
R and S are compatible. The authors are not aware of a counterexample. 
A line of a matrix is a row or a column. The term rank of a matrix A 
is the minimum number of lines of A which contain all the nonzero entries 
of A. Thus, a matrix of term rank 1 is a matrix that has nonzero entries 
only in a single row or a single column. 
Given a matrix A, the pattern of A is the (0,l) matrix, A = (&j) such 
that ?iZj = 1 if and only if aij # 0. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that 2 < ri, sj < n for all ri and sj, and that R 
and S are compatible. If T preserves the assignment function PR,s, then 
T preserves the set of matrices of term rank 1. 
Proof. Suppose that some matrix of term rank 1 is not mapped into a 
matrix of term rank 1. Then, since T is bijective on the cells, there is some 
pair of cells of term rank 1 whose images are not of term rank 1. Without 
loss of generality, assume that T(Epq) = XEij and T(E,,) = YE,,. Now, 
choose A E U(R, S) with apg = abU = 1 and apV = abq = 0. This is always 
possible, since R and S are compatible. 
Now, let A’ = A - Epq - Ebv + Epv + Ebq. By Lemma 3, PR,~(A’) = 1. 
Thus p~,s(T(-@)> must be 1. Since T is bijective on the cells, we must 
have that the pattern T(A’) of T(A’) 1s in U(R, S). But the pattern T(A) 
of T(A) differs from that of T(A’) only by changing two ones to zeros and 
two zeros to ones. That is, 
T(A’) = T(A - Epq - &v + Epv + Ebq) 
= T(A) - T(Epq) - T(Eb,) + T(E,,) + T(Ebq). 
Now T is bijective on the cells, so for any matrices X and Y such that xij 
#O implies yij = 0 and ye # 0 implies xij = 0, we have T(X) - T(Y) 
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- - 
= T(X) -T(Y). Thus, 
for some (g, h) and (Ic, 1). By Lemma 3, we have that T = i or s = j, a 
contradiction. Thus T preserves term rank 1. a 
We denote by X o A the Hadamard product of X and A. That is, 
X o A = (xij aij). W e now obtain some of the structure of assignment 
preserves from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. (Beasley and Pullman [l, Corollary 3.2.1.1 Suppose that T 
is a nonsingular linear operator on M,(R). The linear operator T preserves 
the set of matrices of term rank 1 if and only if T is one of or a composition 
of some of the following operators: 
(i) X --+ XL. 
(ii) X -+ PXQ for fixed but arbitrary n x n permutation matrices P 
and Q. 
(iii) X ---) XoA for some fixed but arbitrary matrix A with no zero entries. 
In order to complete our characterization of operators which preserve 
assignment functions when 2 5 r-i, sj < n for all ri and sj , we show that the 
three types of operators in Lemma 5 which also preserve the assignment 
function are the types specified in the theorem. 
LEMMA 6. Let P and Q be permutation matrices. Then 
~R,,s(x)= p~,s(PxQ) (2.3) 
if and only if PRt = Rt and SQ = 5’. 
Proof. For each A E U( R, S), PAQ E U(R, S) only if PRt = Rt and 
SQ = S. This establishes the necessity. Now, assume that PRt = Rt and 
SQ = S. Then 
PR,S(X) = c n xcij 
AEU(R,S) (i,j)Esu~~(A) 
= c I-I xczj 
f’AQEU(R,S) (&AE~~PP(PAQ) 
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AEU(R,S) (i,j)Esu~~(A) 
= p~,s(pxQ). 
REMARK. We note that the assignment function can be varied by 
a column permutation or its transpose, in general. That is, PR,~(X) # 
PR,s(X? and PR,s(X) # PR,s(PXQ) f or some permutation matrices P 
and Q, and matrix X. For example, if R = (2,2,2) and S = (3,2, l), then 
U(R, S) = {Al, AZ, As}, where 
Then PR,s(A~) = 1. But PR,s(A!) = 0. Now let 
then 
Q= [ 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 ; 
1 0 0 
AIQ = [ 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
I 
So PR,s(A~) = 1 and PR,s(AIQ) = 0. 
Note that if R = S then ZA(R, S) = U(S, R) = U(R, R) and hence, in 
this case, PR,s(A) = l’~,s(A~) f or all A. We have thus established the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 7. The transpose operator preserves the assignment function 
PR,S if and only if R = S. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose that 2 5 ri, sj < n for all ri and sj, and that R 
and S are compatible. If T preserves the assignment function PR,~ and if 
T(X) = X o M, then there exist diagonal matrices D1 and 02 such that 
M = D1 JDz, where J is the matrix of all ones; thus , T(X) = DlXD2. 
Proo$ Since T is bijective on the set of cells, we must have that 
rnij # 0 for all i, j, so that, in particular, rn;’ exists for all i, j. Let 
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D = diag{mrr, msr, . . , m,r} and DZ = diag{l, rnr2rn;r1,. . . , mr,ml;‘}, 
and let N = DTIMDcl. Let 2 2 i,j < n be fixed, and choose A E U(R, 5’) 
with all = aij = 1 and air = arj = 0. Such an element always exists, 
since T and 5’ are compatible. Let B = A - El1 - Eij + Eil + El ., so 
B E U(R, S). Now, PR,s(DT~AD,‘) = n:=“=, rn,lra n,“,2(mljm~{)ps~ 
PR s(D~‘BD<~). Thus PR s(DllADyl) = PR s(D~‘BD~‘), and 
hence PR s((D;lAD;l) o M) = bR,~((D;‘BD;‘) ohi), since T preserves 
PR,~. Since for diagonal matrices D and E we have DXE o M = D(X o 
M)E = X 0 DME, and since T preserves PR,s, we have that PR,~(A o N) 
= PR,~(B 0 N). Now, PR,~(Ao N) = nrrnijb and Pn,s(B o N) = nirnrjp, 
where 
nkl 
P= rI 
(k,l)Esu~~(A)\{(l,l),(~,~)} 
It now follows that nij = 1, since nrr = nil = nrj = 1. Since i and j 
were chosen arbitrarily, we have that N = J, and hence T(X) = X o M 
= D1XD2. W 
We now have only to describe the allowable diagonal equivalence oper- 
ators. 
LEMMA 9. IfT(X) = DXL f or some diagonal matrices D and L in 
Mn(R), then ny=“=, dp n,“_, lj”’ = 1. 
Proof. Let A E U(R,S); then PR,~(A) = 1, and hence PR,~(T(A)) 
= 1. That is, PR,~(DAL) = 1. But PR,~(DAL) = fly=, dLi n,“=, li’. n 
An immediate consequence of the above lemmas is the following. 
THEOREM. If T is a linear operator on Mn(R) and 2 5 ri, sj < n for 
all Ti and sj, and R and S are compatible, then T preserves the assignment 
function PR,s, if and only if 
T(X) = PDXLQ for all X E Mn(R) 
or 
R=S and T(X) = PDXtLQ for all X E Mn(R), 
where P and Q are permutation matrices such that PRt = Rt and SQ = S, 
and D and L are diagonal matrices such that fly=, dr’ ny=“=, 13’ = 1. 
Let T be any linear transformation which is bijective on the cells, is 
such that T(Eij) = Eij whenever both ri and sj are less than n, and is 
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such that T(J) = J. Then T preserves PR,s. Thus, the above theorem 
is false if some ri or sj is rt. Also, the condition (2.2) must be met in 
order to prove nonsingularity, but it may not be required that R and S be 
compatible. The problem when we allow some ri or .sj to be 1 is also open. 
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